In this work we present a femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering system. The setup is based on a commercial femtosecond laser system supplemented by a pair of travelling-wave optical parametric amplifiers. One of the parametric amplifiers is used to generate the femtosecond actinic pump pulses, whereas the output of the other (high-power) parametric amplifier undergoes a combination of spectrally narrowed second harmonic generation in a long non-linear crystal and subsequent spectral filtering for the generation of narrowband Raman pump pulses. Chirped white light supercontinuum is used as the Raman probe. The setup offers tunability of the Raman pump pulses in the 400-800 nm range, and spectral and temporal resolutions of ca. 6 cm -1 and ca. 70 fs, respectively. We present the basic technical and optical aspects of the system along with data acquisition and signal retrieval techniques. We characterize the system by exploring the time-resolved vibrational dynamics of the S 2 (1 
Introduction
Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful experimental tool for identifying and characterizing the molecular motions taking place as a result of electronic excitation. High-resolution spectral information on the vibrational coordinates of the photoreaction can give additional insight on the photodynamics, which is normally lost on conventional (electronic) UV-nIR transient absorption experiments. Contemporary commer cial or home-built femtosecond laser systems, equipped with broadband tunable UV-to-mid-IR parametric devices, facilitate the technical design aspects of high spectro-temporal resolution UV-VIS pump/ mid-IR probe spectroscopic experiments. While these techniques have been the staple of one-dimensional vibrational pump-probe spectroscopy for a long time [1, 2] , they often suffer from such drawbacks as a limited bandwidth of the probing radiation, low parametric conversion efficiency and stability of the long-wavelength (≥10 μm) radiation, high cost and low resolution of typically employed HgCdTe sensors and IRdesignated optics. To circumvent the latter problem, frequency upconversion techniques have been recently suggested as an alternative [3, 4] . However, other experimental inconveniences, such as the requirement of gas-purged chambers for the IR probe, the necessity of high sample concentrations (due to low extinction coefficients of vibrational transitions), and the difficulty of measuring samples in solutions (especially aqueous), hinder the time-resolved IR measurements.
Femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering (FSRS) spectroscopy [5] [6] [7] is a relatively recent, yet moderately widespread time-resolved spectroscopic method. Since its inception in the early 2000's [6] [7] [8] , FSRS techniques have been utilized to investigate various photobiological pigments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , compounds that undergo photo-isomerization [14] [15] [16] , metalorganic molecules [17, 18] , donor-acceptor systems [19] [20] [21] [22] , etc. During its development numerous spin-off FSRS techniques, such as impulsive FSRS [23] , femtosecond Raman-induced Kerr effect spectroscopy (FRIKES) [24] , surface-enhanced FSRS [25] , two-dimensional FSRS in the impulsive limit [26, 27] , chirped-pulse FSRS [28] , and even FSRS with quantum-entangled light [29] , have been both theoretically suggested and experimentally implemented. At its core, FSRS, as depicted in Fig. 1 , is a multi-pulse technique that can be summarized as follows. An ultrashort actinic pulse (1 in Fig. 1 ) acts on a molecular system in its ground state | g, 0〉〈g, 0| (the first symbol denotes electronic and the second one denotes vibrational quantum number) and initiates the photoreaction by preparing a wavepacket in the excited state |e, n〉〈e, n|. A pair of temporally delayed pulses probes the successive photoevolution. An intense narrowband (picosecond) pulse (2 in Fig. 1 ) triggers Raman scattering within the evolving system. The scattering process is predominantly incoherent prior to the arrival of a broadband ultrashort probe pulse (3 in Fig. 1) . A temporal overlap of these two pulses brings about a coherence in the excited (or the eventual photoproduct) state |e, n〉〈e, m ≠ n|, resulting in the amplification of the Stokes and antiStokes frequencies within the probe field (i. e. stimulated Raman emission). Since a high degree of coherence is achieved only during the short temporal overlap of the Raman pump and probe pulses, FSRS spectroscopy offers both good spectral (∆ν ≤ 5 cm -1 , limited by the bandwidth of the Raman pump pulse and capabilities of the imaging optics) and temporal (∆τ ≤ 50 fs, limited by the duration of the actinic and probe pulses) resolution, without violating the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [5, 30, 31] . Furthermore, many of the drawbacks of conventional mid-IR transient absorption spectroscopy mentioned above are circumvented in FSRS, because the vibrational experiment is reallocated to the VIS-nIR domain, where both the lasers and the detectors perform significantly better. In this paper we present a home-built tunable FSRS setup, in which the generation of narrowband Raman pump pulses is based on the spectral narrowing of femtosecond pulses via propagation through a long nonlinear crystal (along with further refinement via spectral filtration). We showcase the features, capabilities, and limitations of the said FSRS system. Additionally, we demonstrate a practical application of the presented setup by measuring the time resolved FSRS spectra of β-carotene by exploiting either the S 2 →S n or the S 1 →S n electronic resonances, and discuss the possible future prospects of the systems.
Methods

Experimental setup
Actinic pump generation
A simplified diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2 . The FSRS system is based on a commercial titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) Kerr lens modelocked oscillator/chirped pulse regenerative amplifier system Libra (Coherent), that provides a 1 kHz train of 3.5 mJ, 50 fs, λ 0 = 800 nm, ∆λ FWHM = 25 nm pulses. Roughly 1 / 5 of the laser output (ca. 750 μJ) is used to pump a travelling-wave optical parametric amplifier Topas-800 (Light Conversion), achieving ca. 30% conversion efficiency at 1300 nm (signal) and 2080 nm (idler) with ≤1% σ / m (i. e. standard deviation divided by the mean) pulse-to-pulse energy stability (due to gain narrowing and the inner dispersion of the OPA, the actinic pulse is prolonged up to ca. 70 fs, albeit the residual chirp is left uncompensated in the FSRS experiments). Frequency doubled, quadrupled or upconverted output of this OPA (typically in the UV or violet-to-green portion of the visible spectrum) is used as the actinic pump radiation (1 in Fig. 1 ) in the FSRS experiments. A phase-locked optical chopper (Stanford Research Systems SR540) periodically blocks the actinic pump beam and a synchronized photodiode monitors its blocked/opened state and the shot-to-shot energy stability (pulses with the pump energies more than 3σ away from the mean value are omitted from the measurement). A temporal delay of the actinic pulse is realized by a 30 cm travel single-pass optical delay line Fig. 1 . A simplified scheme of the FSRS process within a two-level vibronic system. A femtosecond actinic pulse (1)excites a molecular system, while a pair of synchronized narrowband Raman pump (2) and broadband Raman probe (3) pulses produce a vibrational coherence in the evolving excited state, resulting in the emission of Stokes (and anti-Stokes) photons on top of the probe field [5] . 
Raman pump generation
Several different approaches can be undertaken to obtain the narrowband Raman pulses (2 in Fig. 1 ) from a femtosecond laser source. The simplest (on top of being the cheapest) way of obtaining picosecond pulses is spectral filtering of the fundamental Ti:Sa radiation by a Fourier-4f filter [7, 32] or a spectral etalon [33, 34] . Alternatively a portion of the locally-narrowband chirped output of the regenerative amplifier can be employed, though not without raising some calibration inconveniences [35, 36] . Considering the ca. 400 cm -1 bandwidth of the Libra system, spectral filtering can be effectively implemented in the nIR region of ca. 775-825 nm (or, alternatively, at the UV/VIS boundary of ca. 395-405 nm by exploiting the 2nd harmonic generation). The obvious drawbacks of this approach are immense energy losses (e. g. in order to obtain a Raman pump pulse with 5 cm -1 bandwidth, more than ca. 98% of the initial pulse energy is lost both due to filtration and diffraction/reflection losses) and the limited tunability of picosecond radiation. The most energy efficient method is, beyond doubt, the utilization of a commercial [20, 37] or a home-built [38] [39] [40] picosecond OPA, pumped by the second harmonic bandwidth compressed Ti:Sa radiation. This approach not only minimizes the energy losses, arising from the pico-to-femtosecond conversion, but also offers a broad tunability of the Raman pump pulses in the entire visible and near IR regions, which is usually desired for attaining resonant or pre-resonant conditions with the investigated molecular system. The penalty, however, is greatly increased complexity and the overall cost of the Raman pump system.
Tunability of the Raman pump is typically desired in FSRS experiments, considering that FSRS is the χ (5) process and a resonant enhancement of the vibrational modes greatly increases the resolvable signal amplitude and raises it well above the electronic background Fig. 2 . A simplified layout of the FSRS apparatus. Abbreviations: A, aperture; C, WLSc generation crystal; CF, colour filter; CM, concave mirror; CHn, optical choppers; F, WLSc pump blocking (notch or coloured glass) filter; GR, diffraction grating; Ln, lenses; NDFn, neutral optical density filters; PDn, photodiodes; PMn, parabolic off-axis mirrors; SC, sample compartment; λ/2, half-wave plates; χ (2) , non-linear 2nd harmonic generation crystal (KDP).
l/2 [16, 39, 40] . When designing our picosecond Raman source, we have opted for a compromise between the two above discussed approaches, enabled by high pulse energy of the current off-the-shelf Ti:Sa systems. The largest portion (ca. 1.2 mJ) of the fundamental laser radiation is used to pump an additional (high-power) travelling-wave OPA Topas-800, achieving ca. 40% energy conversion efficiency at 1300/2080 nm (signal/ idler waves can be typically tuned in the 1150-2500 nm region [41] ). The HP-OPA output beams are then passed through a potassium dihydrophosphate (KDP) crystal (type I, θ = 41°, ϕ = 45°, 65 mm path length or type II, θ = 58°, ϕ = 0°, 45 mm path length; apertures of both crystals are 20 × 20 mm), where they are either frequency-doubled, quadrupled or sum-frequency mixed with the fundamental pump radiation, thus effectively (ca. 45% @ 650 nm) frequency-shifting them into the blue-to-nIR (ca. 400-800 nm) part of the spectrum (standalone 800 nm pump or its 2nd harmonic can obviously also be utilized in this configuration, as indicated in Fig. 2 ). The extensive length of the crystal ensures high non-linear conversion efficiency and, because of the group velocity mismatch between the interacting beams and strict phase-matching conditions for only a certain set of wavevectors, the upconverted pulses become temporally stretched and spectrallynarrowed [42] . Due to the temporal walk-off between pulses and the constant depletion of the fundamental beam energy along the span of the lengthy non-linear medium the frequency-doubled pulses obtain an exponential temporal profile (see Fig. 3 and refs. [42, 43] ). A more "usual" temporal shape (i. e. Gaussian, sech 2 or sinc 2 ) can be achieved either via negatively pre-chirping the initial pulse prior to its passing through the nonlinear medium [42] or by successive spectral filtering of the second harmonic output [43] . Since the energy losses of both of these methods can be expected to be roughly the same, we have opted for the latter approach because it automatically ensures a bandwidth-limited temporal shape of the Raman pump pulse. Spectral filtering of the second harmonic of the HP-OPA was performed by a Fourier-4f filter, consisting of a 1200 mm -1 grating (blazed at either 500 or 800 nm), a concave f = +500 mm silver mirror, and a silver back-reflecting mirror in the Fourier plane of the 4f system. An adjustable optical slit, positioned adjacent to the Fourier plane mirror, simultaneously controls the central wavelength, bandwidth and energy of the picosecond pulses. Pulses as narrow as 1.5 cm -1 (10 ps) can be achieved in this configuration. While ultimately FSRS gain depends on the investigated sample, from our experience from 300 nJ up to 5 μJ of Raman pump energy were typically required to achieve a good signal-to-background ratio in standard FSRS experiments (an exemplary Raman pump pulse is presented in Fig. 3(b) ). A better spectral resolution can always be achieved by an increased spectral narrowing of the Raman pump pulses, albeit this leads to the linear reduction of the FSRS signal [7] , C-C A 1g stretching vibration of cyclohexane, obtained by using 2nd harmonic temporally stretched (χ (2) in Fig. 2 ) λ c = 625 nm Raman pump pulses (a) without and (b) with the implementation of spectral filtering (a dashed rectangular box in Fig. 2 ). Figure (c) depicts the entire spectro-temporal cross-correlation signal (in cyclohexane) between the spectrally filtered Raman pump (b) and the ultrashort Raman probe pulses. Since τ probe ≪ τ Raman , these intensity cross-correlation relations roughly estimate the envelope of the Raman pump pulses (note the exponential "tail" of the Raman pulses in (a) and the sinc 2 -like sidebands in (b)). 
thus disclosing that a compromise between signal strength and spectral resolution should be sought under the given experimental conditions. Second harmonic generation and spectral filtering processes do not greatly impair the stability of the OPA output, therefore the ultimate pulse-to-pulse stability of the Raman pump radiation can be achieved as high as 2% σ / m . It should be also mentioned that, despite the low cost and wide commercial availability of large crystals, KDP is impaired by its limited transparency (0.2-1.6 μm) and low nonlinearity (d eff ~ 0.39 pm/V) [44] , thus suggesting other feasible candidates for Raman pump generation, such as BBO [45] . Optical chopping and pulse stability monitoring of the Raman pump are analogous to the actinic pump branch (see above), differing only in that the optical chopping of the picosecond pulses is performed at a twice lower rate.
Raman probe generation
A white light supercontinuum (WLSc), generated by tightly focusing a small fraction (ca. 1%) of the fundamental Libra output into a 3 mm thick sapphire (450-1100 nm) or calcium fluoride (350-1100 nm) crystal, is used as a broadband Raman probe (3 in Fig. 1 ). The WLSc is spectrally filtered from the excessive 800 nm radiation, using either a custom made dielectric notch filter (λ c = 815 nm, ∆λ band = 200 nm, T >85% = 300-730 nm) or a long-pass colored glass filter (Schott RG830, T >85% = 830-2700 nm). Since the Raman pump optical branch is fixed (see Fig. 2 ), proper temporal arrangement of Raman pump and Raman probe pulses (see Fig. 1 ) is achieved by precisely delaying the probe pulse (using a 60 cm delay line Aerotech ALS10060) to realize the highest Raman gain signal (see Fig. 3(c) ). The positive chirp (ca. 600 fs between 450 and 1000 nm, albeit significantly lower in the actual ∆λ ≈ 50 nm probe window) is left uncompressed in order to avoid any energy losses of the weak (ca. 20 nJ) probe pulses and the chirp correction is implemented purely numerically (refer to the next section). These two shortcomings can be generally overcome if a broadband tunable NOPA is used as the Raman probe instead of WLSc [39, 40] . After passing the sample (1 mm Hellma quartz cuvette), the probe beam is re-collimated and focused into an 100 μm-wide entrance slit of an imaging spectrograph (Oriel MS127i, focal length 127 mm) and readout with a 256 pixel photodiode array (Hamamatsu S8381-256Q, pixel size 25 μm). Depending on the necessity to achieve either enhanced spectral resolution (up to 3.5 cm ) an 1200 or a 600 mm -1 diffraction grating (Thorlabs GR50-1205, GR25-1210, or GR25-0610) is appropriately used to disperse the Raman probe spectrum. The pixel-to-wavenumber calibration is typically performed by measuring the ground state FSRS spectrum of a vibrationally "rich" solvent (e. g. toluene or nhexane), and by the least square fitting the spectrally-resolved signals to best match the referential Raman data (an entire temporal cross-correlation map, as the one presented in Fig. 3(c) , is typically measured before or after the experiment in order to gain both the spectral calibration data and the Raman pump pulse duration).
The achievable pulse-to-pulse probe energy stability is typically good enough for any standard FSRS experiments in the VIS-to-nIR region (ca. ≤0.7% σ / m within the entire spectral window). The low-energy extent of the nIR domain (i. e. 820-850 nm, which amounts to the lower-wavenumber region of 300-750 cm -1 with an 800 nm Raman pump) of the WLSc is notably less stable (ca. ≥3% σ / m ) due to the more prominent self-phase modulation and the steep continuum-to-seed-pulse transition near the WLSc pump central wavelength. Therefore in the nIR detection measurements, a probe is divided into sample and reference beams, and a synchronized dual photodiode array detection system is typically employed, allowing to achieve probe stability as high as ca. 0.1% σ / m . In practice, Stokes shift frequencies, ranging from ca. 100 cm -1 up to ca. 3200 cm -1 , can be measured using this FSRS setup, although the uncompensated temporal chirp of the WLSc can hinder the amplitude or the spectral resolution at the highest and the lowest frequencies due to coherence loss between the Raman pump and probe pulses. The lower bound is typically affected by the Rayleigh wing scattering of the Raman pump pulse, whereas the upper limit is restricted by either the probe light instabilities in the close proximity of the WLSc pump central wavelength (800±20 nm) in the VIS region or the spectral sensitivity of the silicon-based PDAs in the nIR (up to ca. 1 μm).
All three interacting beams are polarized parallel to one another (p-polarization is typically preferred) to realize the best Raman gain and signalto-noise ratio of the FSRS signals [46] , albeit "magic angle" configuration is also possible. The actinic and Raman pump beams are typically focused with plano-convex UVFS lenses (f = 200-300 mm), whereas parabolic collimating/focusing optics are used in the Raman probe branch to avoid any unnecessary pulse stretching/chirping. The Raman pump and probe beams are focused to have the smallest possible beam waist at the sample plane (∅ Raman ≃ 80 μm, ∅ Probe ≃ 70 μm at FWHM), whereas the actinic pump beam is normally kept larger (∅ Actinic ≃ 120 μm at FWHM). Data acquisition is performed with the NI DCI-6120 data acquisition board and the measurement is fully automated in NI Labview 2010. A conventional FSRS experiment, consisting of approximately 150 temporal delay points, is typically performed in under 3 hours. In order to avoid sample over-exposure during the duration of the experiment, the sample cell is translated transversely to the beam propagation direction in a Lissajous pattern, using a set of two perpendicularly assembled translation stages (Standa 8MT173).
Data manipulation and handling
With a set of two phase-locked optical choppers, operating at , ν) ) data are collected per trigger event. Under these conditions the entire timeand wavenumber-resolved FSRS gain spectrum (in dimensionless mOD units) can be expressed as (1) and the ground state FSRS gain as (2) where the subscript indices indicate an open/blocked state of the actinic pump (1st index) and the Raman pump (2nd index). As a whole, the ground state FSRS spectrum does not depend on the actinic pump delay τ. This implies that FSRS measurements can be performed without modulating the Raman pump beam [7, 9, 47] , (i. e. only registering the temporal changes of the Raman gain spectrum with and without the actinic pump). However, modulating both beams has its merits: it simultaneously provides the conventional pump-probe data (3) and allows monitoring fluctuations and drift of the ground state Raman gain during the measurement.
Both of the aforementioned signals Φ and Γ contain a smooth continuous baseline, that appears either from stimulated emission, various higher-or lower-order non-linear (χ (3) , χ (5) , etc.) non-FSRS interactions between the pulses [31] , pump-dump depletion (sometimes referred as Raman-induced by non-linear emission (RINE) [13] ), or pump-repump induced absorption effects on the transient species. It is possible to diminish the baseline contribution by using the Raman pump wavelength modulation [22, 38, 48, 49] , however, most of these methods, nonetheless, require heavy FSRS signal post-processing in order to "flatten-out" the final transient spectrum. As in several previously described approaches [9, 11, 20, 50] , we have opted to reconstruct the time-resolved baseline and solvent Raman line free FSRS signal by using a data handling algorithm, which is depicted in Fig. 4 and can be summarized as follows:
1. Temporal chirp of the probe pulse is estimated by the rise of the pump probe signal Π(τ, ν) in the interval -1 ps ≤ τ i ≤ 1 ps, the dispersion is approximated by a polynomial curve (N Poly ≥ 4) and the kinetic signals are appropriately shifted and interpolated along a fixed temporal axis (see Fig. 4(a) ). The halfrise point of the ∆OD signal is typically designated as the "actual" zero moment, albeit in some cases, i. e. when the appearance of transient absorption is not entirely IRF-limited, a more precise evaluation is required.
2. The pre-actinic pump (i. e. τ ≤ -1 ps) FSRS spectrum is averaged over temporal delay points and subtracted from the FSRS dataset:
.
This removes (or lessens) the solvent Raman line artifacts, remaining in the FSRS signal.
3. A set of baseline-defining points (i. e. a constant number N ≥ 10 of spectral points that exhibit insignificant Raman gain and only outline the baseline signal) is chosen manually for both FSRS and ground state FSRS signals (red dots online in Fig. 4(b) ) and the baseline is approximated by a cubic spline curve, passing through these zero-intersection points. Alternatively, a peak-isolation method can be employed, in which a set of N points (where N is a multiple of 2) is used to define the peak or peak cluster locations (ith point signifying the "beginning" of a single particular peak region, and the (i+1)th point signifying the "end" of the peak region). All of the remaining (i. e. "non-peak") points are then assumed to represent only the baseline and are approximated by a high order (≥5) polynomial curve (this method is applied in Fig. 4(c) ). The baselines B Φ (ν) and B Γ (ν) (dashed gray curves in Fig. 4(b, c) ) are then calculated according to the chosen method for each temporal point, resulting in two baseline matrices, B Φ (τ, ν) and B Γ (τ, ν). These are then subtracted from the FSRS and ground state FSRS spectra: (7)); (e) noise suppression via Savitzky-Golay filtering. Refer to the main text for more details.
It should be noted that if any significant spectral shifts occur throughout the spectral evolution (e. g. as in the theoretical illustration of Ref. [51] ), a careful reassessment of the zero-intersection points at different temporal windows is necessary in order not to distort the resulting FSRS dynamics.
4. At each delay point, a scaled ground state FSRS signal is subtracted from the excited state FSRS signal in order to diminish any residual solvent vibrational lines in the final FSRS spectrum
where γ i is the scaling factor, based on the amplitude of the largest residual solvent Raman peak in each individual Φ (2) (τ i , ν) (e. g. in Fig. 4(d) γ is determined by the amplitude of the 913.1 cm -1 Raman line of THF [52] ). It should be emphasized that Γ(1) should be meticulously checked for ground state FSRS signals of the investigated sample prior the subtraction, e. g. ground state FSRS contribution of β-carotene under off-resonant (i. e. ν RP << ν S 0 →S n>1 ) conditions is minimal (i. e. the pure THF FSRS signal is more than 15× more intense than that of β-carotene in Fig. 4(c) ), thus (7) can be performed without greatly distorting the original data. Otherwise, if the contributions of sample and solvent FSRS signals are comparable, an independently measured pure solvent FSRS reference (Γ (R) (ν) in Fig. 4(c) ) should, preferably, be used as a replacement for Γ (1) (τ i , ν) in (7). The remaining negative Raman lines of the sample (i. e. ground state Raman line bleaching) can be removed in a similar fashion, with the aim of amassing only the Raman gain (and not the Raman loss) spectrum [11, 12, 53] , though we have chosen to leave the Raman bleaching contribution intact in our FSRS spectra.
5. A Savitzky-Golay filter (variable, albeit a 4th order polynomial within a 6 point window is typically used) is applied to each Φ (3) (τ i , ν) in the dataset to reduce the pixel-to-pixel noise, if necessary (Fig. 4(e) ).
The FSRS data management is performed using the homemade software, written in C++ with Qt 5.4 framework and the QCustomPlot library for graph visualization.
Application example: FSRS spectra β-carotene
Carotenoids are some of the most widespread and important pigments in nature that are responsible for both the light-harvesting and photo-protective functions of the photosynthetic apparatus [54] [55] [56] . The molecular backbone of carotenoids is composed of an extensive conjugated π-electron system that effectively defines their spectroscopic properties. The high degree of symmetry of the π-electron system ascribes carotenoids to the C 2h symmetry point group, thus directly prohibiting electronic transitions between the ground state and the lowest lying singlet electronic state (S 0 (1
. As a result, the carotenoid steady state absorption surfaces in the blue-green part of the visible spectrum, stemming from the optically allowed transitions to a short-lived higher excited singlet state S 2 (S 0 (1
). In less than hundred femtoseconds S 2 decays to the longer lived S 1 , with a small portion of the S 2 population typically experiencing stimulated emission back to S 0 [56] . Carotenoids exhibit very intense Raman scattering signals both in the ground state and the excited state, thus making them perfect targets for FSRS analysis.
β-carotene needs little introduction, owing to its excessive natural abundance in plants and fruit and its importance to the nutrition of humans and other animals [57] . β-carotene has already been subjected to multiple FSRS studies [8, 12, 48, 58] . The well-documented nature of β-carotene FSRS (and infrared [59, 60] ) dynamics makes it a great archetypal candidate for evaluating the performance of the presented FSRS setup. The S 2 →S n transient absorption of β-carotene peaks in the nIR [61] , whereas the S 1 →S n transient absorption reaches its maximum at ca. 450 nm [62] . The vibrational constitution and the transition between the 1 1 B u + and 2
1
A g -states can be monitored by using different Raman pump wavelengths. For the FSRS experiments β-carotene (Sigma-Aldrich 22040) was dissolved in n-hexane (Rotisolv, HPLC grade) and diluted to optical density of 1 at 490 nm in a 1 mm optical pathway. S 0 →S 2 excitation was performed by using λ act = 490 nm, E act = 150 nJ, τ act = 70 fs ultrashort pulses, while the Raman pump pulses were set to either λ RP = 550 nm, E RP = 500 nJ, τ RP = 3 ps; or λ exc = 615 nm, E exc =2 μJ, τ RP = 6.5 ps.
The S 2 →S n absorption peaks at ca. 950 nm in nhexane [61] , albeit application of such a Raman pump (or even a proximate one) is near impossible due to spectral sensitivity limitations of the silicon-based CCD arrays: the Stokes-shifted wavelengths will be at or beyond the edge of the upper sensitivity limit (ca. 1100 nm). In order to have the FSRS signals within the detectable wavelength range, we have utilized a 790 nm Raman pump. These Raman pump pulses are primarily resonant with the S 2 →S n transitions [61] , albeit the low-intensity long-wave tail of the S 1 →S n absorption extends beyond the visible spectrum [62] , hence making the 790 nm Raman pump partly resonant with both the S 2 →S n and S 1 →S n electronic transitions. The formation of the S 2 state can be best observed in Fig. 5(a) , where the sub-500-femtosecond photoevolution reveals an emergence of a distinct three-band structure, peaking at ca. 1070, 1350, and 1640 cm -1 . These peak clusters (that have been decomposed into seven discrete Gaussian peaks in a study by Kukura et al. [12] ) have been previously identified as the S 2 vibrational spectrum. This multi-peak conformation decays within the first few hundred femtoseconds (once again, mirroring the results in Ref. [12] ), gradually leading to the formation of S 1 . Since S 1 is only weakly resonant with the 790 nm Raman pump, only the most intense S 1 vibration -the high-frequency C=C stretching at ca. 1800 cm -1 -appears in the sub-100-ps FSRS spectrum of β-carotene [12, 59, 60] . As evident in Fig. 5 , the particular mode demonstrates a peak-shift (to higher frequencies) and spectral narrowing during the first few picoseconds that can be ascribed to the initial formation of a hot S 1 intermediate and its eventual vibrational cooling [8] . Other indications of a molecular system, not yet fully restored to a thermal equilibrium, show up as the negative bleaching of the two ground state resonances, i. e. the negative peaks at 1159 cm -1 (depletion of the S 0 C-C stretching mode [63] ) and 1526 cm -1 (depletion of the S 0 C=C stretching mode [63] ).
The 550 nm Raman pump, in contrast, falls directly under the S 1 →S n absorption maximum, hence all of the positive (i. e. FSRS gain) features in Fig. 5(b) can be ascribed exclusively to the S 1 manifold. It is obvious that the broadband multipeak structure is not present in Fig. 5(b) during the initial steps of the post-excitation vibrational evolution, and is instead replaced by the gradual formation of the S 1 -indicative vibrational peaks. The intense C=C vibrations at ca. 1800 cm -1 similarly dominate within the S 1 vibrational photodynamics, and likewise demonstrate the peak-shift and band-narrowing spectrodynamics, associated with vibrational cooling. In contrast to the 790 nm experiments, the FSRS spectra in Fig. 5(b) feature two additional spectral bands that prevail throughout the entire S 1 lifetime: the ca. 1240 cm -1 S 1 C-C stretching mode, and the low-frequency S 1 C=C vibrations at ca. 1550 cm -1 [11] . The latter band lies close to the hot S 0 peak at 1510 cm -1 [11] , that slowly develops in a sub-20-picosecond temporal interval (see Fig. 5(b) ). Both the S 1 spectral peaks arise near their corresponding (yet bleached) ground state positions, thus giving the FSRS time-gated spectra a distinctive cleft-like profile (which can be patched-up by the addition of a scaled ground state Raman spectrum [12] ). The vibrational peaks in Fig. 5(b) are notably broader (up to 75% at FWHM) than their equivalents in Fig. 5(a) [31, 64, 65] .
Disregarding the intrinsic differences between the two FSRS spectra in Fig. 5 , it is obvious that they both paint an equally informative photoevolutionary picture: the most significant development steps, i. e. population and depopulation of the S 2 state, its sub-picosecond decay into the hot S 1 manifold, the latter state's vibrational cooling and eventual decay to the main ground state, can be inferred from either one of the FSRS datasets. In conclusion, we can see that, contrary to typical pump-probe experiments, FSRS offers much constructive information on the vibrational structure of the excited state spectrum. The easy tunability of the presented FSRS setup allows us to suggest its application in future 2D FSRS measurements. As depicted in Fig. 6 , continuously scanning the Raman pump over a wide spectral range (essentially, covering the bulk of the electronic transient absorption spectrum) would provide us with two-dimensional FSRS data S(ν Pump , ν Probe , τ). This kind of FSRS mapping would, expectedly, shed additional insight on the constitution of the electronic states, their mutual interaction, and the possible coupling between them. Raman spectra emerging at different Raman pump wavelengths could be used as a basis in disentangling and attributing overlapping bands observed in pump-probe spectra. In this way, the excellent time resolution and accurate dynamic information of electronic pump-probe spectroscopy (note that pump-probe data come as a "byproduct" of this implementation of the FSRS setup) would be complemented by the structural sensitivity and selectivity of Raman signals. We predict that this type of experiments could be easily carried out on such carotenoid-containing photosynthetic systems as peridinin chlorophyll protein (PCP) [66] and fucoxanthin chlorophyll protein (FCP) [67] to uncover the interplay between the internal charge transfer bearing carbonyl-carotenoids and the chlorophylls, or to gain more understanding on the dark states of carotenoids [68] [69] [70] .
Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated an economic homebuilt FSRS apparatus, capable of time-resolved measurements with a spectral resolution of ∆ν ≤ 6 cm 
